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Mid-Continent Public Library to Host ‘KC KissCon’

Avon Books Brings Beloved Romance Convention to Local Library

Kansas City, MO – Mid-Continent Public Library is pleased to announce that Avon Books’ annual ‘KissCon,’ a multi-author romance event, is coming to Woodneath Library Center (8900 NE Flintlock Rd., Kansas City, MO 64157) on Saturday, March 31, from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

“We’re very excited to host this year’s KissCon!” said MCPL Story Center Program Manager Melissa Stan. “This event offers a great opportunity for local romance enthusiasts to meet their favorite authors and get a behind-the-scenes look at the industry.”

KissCon will kick off with a fast-paced moderated discussion with a panel of acclaimed romance authors including Lenora Bell, Lori Foster, Linda Howard, Cathy Maxwell, Alisha Rai, Jill Shalvis, Jodi Thomas, Marie Tremayne, and Lori Wilde. Following the fast-and-fiery round of Q&A, attendees will have the chance to participate in romance trivia to win prizes. Book sales and signings will also be available, courtesy of Rainy Day Books. MCPL expects KissCon to draw a crowd of close to 300 romance enthusiasts to its Woodneath Library Center.

KissCon is a free event, but registration is required at mymcpl.org/Romance. Those who sign up will be entered to win a $25 gift card to Rainy Day Books, compliments of Avon Books.
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